
Year 9 2. Gothic 

Literature
1. War stories

3.  An Inspector

Calls

• Study of short stories 
(Morpurgo)

• Creative writing
• Poetry
• Non-fiction
• Key vocabulary

• Whole text study (Woman in Black)

• Context: Victorian society; Industrial 
revolution.

• Poetry
• Key vocabulary

• Whole play study
• Context – Edwardian; politics; role 

of women; social inequality.
• Key vocabulary

Reading: Decoding texts; dramatic techniques; 
writer’s intentions; analysing writer’s craft (language 
and structure); crafted analytical sentences (see 
grid); use PTEED structure.
Writing: apply taught vocabulary accurately; 
crafted creative / descriptive sentences  (see grid).
SPaG: revision of year 7 and 8 content, then applied 
in the context of increasingly challenging texts: 
Literary terminology: structure, conflict, symbolism, 
semantic field, motif, foreboding, pathetic fallacy, 
figurative language.

S&L:  Interview a war hero (linked to How to Write 
like a Journalist project)

Reading: explore character development; 
explore setting; analyse writer’s intentions; PTEED 
writing; language analysis; inferences; crafted 
analytical sentences (see grid).
Writing: apply taught vocabulary accurately; 
essay skills, academic points
SPaG: revision of year 7 and 8 content, then 
applied in the context of increasingly 
challenging texts:
Literary terminology: allegory, political diatribe, 
socialism, capitalism, foreshadowing, stage 
directions, circular structure.
S&L: Debate – who is the most to blame? (linked 
to How to Write like an Academic project)

Reading: explore how language creates tension; 
analyse structural features; crafted analytical 
sentences (see grid); use PTEED structure.
Writing: apply taught vocabulary accurately; use 
semantic fields / motifs; use language to create 
tension; crafted creative / descriptive sentences  
(see grid).
SPaG: revision of year 7and 8 content, then 
applied in the context of increasingly challenging 
texts: 
Literary terminology: tension, foreshadowing, 
foreboding, pathetic fallacy, symbolism, motifs, 
protagonists and antagonist, narrative theories, 
allusions, paradox, figurative language.     
S&L: Group presentation on the structure of the 
story (linked to How to Write like a Novelist project)

English at 

Pilton 
Community 
College

Curriculum intent: to build upon  skills and knowledge of KS2 and Y7 and y8 , 

continuing to explore the concept of Morality in Society across a breadth of 

texts and genres.  


